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SMAC will exhibit its new colorful range of damping materials called 

SMACSONIC® at Aircraft Interiors Expo, the international cabin acoustic show 
in Hamburg from April 5 to 7, 2016. 

 

 
The latest result of SMAC’s research and development efforts is a new range of skin-damping 
materials. Called SMACSONIC®, this skin damping range is developed to reduce vibrations and 
induced noise created by a structure. 
  
The range includes SMACSONIC®ST2, in complement to SMACSONIC®ST, for ambient temperature 
applications and SMACSONIC®EX2, in complement to SMACSONIC®EX, for low-temperatures 
applications. The products were designed to replicate the efficiency of current SMACSONIC® products 
at a lower weight. 
  

SMACSONIC® damping products are used on 
lightweight structures including fuselages, 
fairings, cabinets, crew rest compartments and 
monuments. As a complementary material to 
SMACSONIC®, SMAC will exhibit on Aircraft 
Interiors Expo SMACBARRIER®, a dense and thin 
acoustic barrier designed to offer flexibility even 
at low temperatures. SMACBARRIER® can be 
integrated in thermal blankets or on its own 
behind trim panels. 
  
For composite manufacturers the company will 

offer the SMACWRAP® range, which includes SMACWRAP® VEIL. This is a very thin damping material 
that is embedded in a composite lay-up during manufacturing, the aim being to save weight, space and 
energy while ensuring high performance. 
 

SMAC, to the pursuit of innovation 
SMAC development process is focused on the future. With a constant technological watch, innovation, 
speed and agility are crucial skills that SMAC has developed to be called upon by leading aerospace 
manufacturers. 
 

AIRCRAFT INTERIORS EXPO : Business France Pavilion, booth #6D60 
 

  



 SMAC Customers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ABOUT SMAC, the innovative elastomeric expert 
 
SMAC is the global expert in pyroshock reduction and acoustic comfort improving damping  products 
in harsh environment, from ocean to space. 
 

This SME based in the south of France designs and produces custom parts in small quantities as well 
as tens of thousands of parts in series for major stakeholders in the following activity fields: 
Aero, Space, Defence, Racing. 
 

KEY FIGURES 
Share capital 1.000.000 € 
MontBlanc Technologies subsidiary 
Size: 40 people  

 
Turnover evolution 
2015: 6.7M€ 
Forecast turnover 2016: 7 M+€ 
 
 

Shared out as following: 
Aeronautic: 67 % 
Defence & Industry: 17% 
Aerospace: 16% 
Export: more than 50% 

Website : www.smac-sas.com 
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